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        Keckley Basket Strainers and Y Strainers

        
		  Keckley Basket Strainers, Y Strainers, and Pipeline Valves. Keckley, the premier manufacturer in the strainer and valve industry, brought to you by KeckleySales.com.

        
		  Keckley high quality products can be found in most industries that comes to mind: bottling companies, airports, steel mills, pulp & paper facilities, global pharmaceutical companies, United States military facilities, ships, trucks, dams, power generation, global petrochemical refineries, manufacturing operations, hospitals, stadiums, and other commercial applications to name a few.

        
		  Founded in 1914, the Keckley Company has been fabricating high-quality Ball Valves, Pipeline Strainers, Check Valves, Knife Gate Valves, Float and Lever Valves, Control Valves, Suction Diffusers, and Triple Duty Valves.


		  KeckleySales.com is your complete source for Keckley Pipeline Strainers and Valves! Our knowledgeable sales staff is here to help you find the right Keckley product to fit the job. Contact us today at 727-835-0651 or Toll Free 800-761-4298.
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                Keckley Ball Valves

                Keckley offers a variety of sturdy, lockable ball valves for your flow control needs.
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                Keckley Pipeline Strainers

                Keckley offers industrial and commercial pipeline strainers that are designed for a wide variety of applications where protection from foreign matter in a pipeline is required.
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                Keckley Check Valves

                Keckley liquid and gas pipeline check valves are designed for liquid or gas applications where protection from flow reversal in a pipeline is required.
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                Keckley Knife Gate Valves

                Keckley knife gate valves are better suited to handle slurries, solids, and other fluid/solid mixtures than average plug valves, butterfly valves, or ball valves.
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                Keckley Float & Lever Valves

                Keckley has been providing float and lever valves since 1962 and remains one of the largest domestic suppliers of these valve types.
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                Keckley Control Valves

                Keckley offers a complete line of industrial and commercial flow control valves to suit a wide variety of applications, including air, water, hydraulic, steam, or gas.
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                Keckley Pump Accessories

                Keckley manufactures suction diffusers and triple duty valves as pipeline and pump accessories.

              

            

          

        

        
		  Simplex Basket Strainers

        
		  Simplex strainers are used to protect pipelines, valves, and spray nozzles from water flow problems from debris. Providing a greater screen area than a Y Strainer optimizes the total open area and minimizes possible pressure loss through the basket. They reduce the necessity for frequent basket cleaning and delivers a cost and time saving advantage with less downtime.

		
		  A basket strainer needs the removal of the basket for regular cleaning. Unlike the capability of a Y Strainer to remove the debris through the drain connection, a basket strainer requires the removal of the basket for cleaning. Therefore production must stop for basket cleaning.


        

        
		  Duplex Basket Strainers

		  
		  In continuous flow applications where the process cannot be shut down for cleaning, Keckley duplex continuous flow basket strainers are optimal. Examples include lubrication systems, industrial or marine oil burners, chemical plants, cooling lines in power plants, compressors, condensers, ink supply lines to printing presses, and for water lines to cooling towers and pumping stations where water is taken from lakes or rivers. The major benefit of a duplex basket strainer is to deliver uninterrupted downtime for maintenance and cleaning.


		  Duplex basket strainers from Keckley in sizes ¾” through 6” have knob type covers for tool-free basket removal and are also designed so the handle is over the in-service chamber allowing for easy cleaning and removal of the off-duty chamber basket.

       
       

        
		  Y-Strainers

		  
		  Keckley Y Strainers come equipped standard with drain connections and pipe plugs. Normally Y-strainers are adapted in the field with nipples and drain valves to allow the strainer screen to be cleaned while the system is still in use. By opening the drain valve while the system is under pressure, the debris trapped in the screen is removed through this connection reducing the need for system shut-downs for maintenance and cleaning.

     
		Keckley Y Strainers are offered in both domestic and foreign castings with an extensive variety of straining options for almost any application.
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